Random walks on regular bounded degree expander graphs have numerous applications. A key property of these walks is that they converge rapidly to the uniform distribution on the vertices. The recent study of expansion of high dimensional simplicial complexes, which are the high dimensional analogues of graphs, calls for the natural generalization of random walks to higher dimensions. In particular, a high order random walk on a 2-dimensional simplicial complex moves at random between neighboring edges of the complex, where two edges are considered neighbors if they share a common triangle. We show that if a regular 2-dimensional simplicial complex is a cosystolic expander and the underlying graph of the complex has a spectral gap larger than 1/2, then the random walk on the edges of the complex converges rapidly to the uniform distribution on the edges.
Introduction
Random walks on bounded degree expander graphs have numerous applications in many fields (see [10] for an excellent survey). In many theoretical and practical computational problems it is necessary to draw samples uniformly at random from some huge space. It is well known that a random walk on an expander graph converges rapidly to its stationary distribution, which is the uniform distribution in the case of regular graphs. When the graph is of a bounded degree it is possible to simulate this random walk efficiently. Thus, one can efficiently obtain a set of samples, which looks like it has been chosen uniformly and independently at random, by simulating a random walk on a bounded degree expander graph.
In recent years the study of expansion in higher dimensions has emerged, introducing high dimensional simplicial complexes as the analogues of graphs in higher dimensions. A 2-dimensional simplicial complex can be viewed as a hypergraph that contains vertices, edges and triangles, with a closure property. Namely, if a triangle is in the hypergraph, then all of its edges and vertices are also in the hypergraph.
The well studied random walk can be generalized naturally to higher dimensions by walking on the edges of the complex instead of walking on the vertices, where two edges are considered neighbors if they share a common triangle. If the complex is regular in the dimension of its edges, i.e., every edge is contained in the same number of triangles, then the stationary distribution of this random walk is the uniform distribution on the edges. A natural question to be asked, which we address in this work, is the following:
Question. How fast does a random walk on the edges of a regular 2-dimensional simplicial complex converge to the uniform distribution on the edges.
In the case of graphs, it is well known that the speed of convergence of the random walk is controlled by the spectral expansion of the graph. Though, when moving to higher dimensions, the high dimensional version of spectral expansion is not known to imply the fast convergence of the described random walk.
For a 2-dimensional simplicial complex X, we define the edge-graph of the complex, denoted by G 1 (X), as follows. The vertices of G 1 (X) are the edges of X, and there is an edge between two vertices in G 1 (X) if the corresponding edges in X share a common triangle. It is easy to see that a random walk on the edges of X is exactly the same as a random walk on the vertices of G 1 (X). Thus, if the edge-graph is a spectral expander, then the high order random walk on the complex converges rapidly to the uniform distribution on the edges.
The question we address here is what are the requirements on the complex which imply the expansion of its edge-graph.
In a recent work [7] it has been shown that if the complex is composed of excellent spectral expander graphs, i.e., every small piece of the entire complex is a spectral expander by itself, then the high order random walk converges rapidly to the uniform distribution. In this work we show that in the 2-dimensional case it is enough for the global complex to be a combinatorial expander (in its high dimensional analogue), for the high order random walk to converge rapidly to the uniform distribution on the edges. This global expansion property might hold even without the expansion of every piece of the complex. The only additional requirement for the rapid convergence of this random walk is that the underlying graph of the complex (which is obtained by ignoring the triangles of the complex) has a spectral gap larger than 1 / 2 . This is a reasonable assumption as it is already known that there are bounded degree high dimensional complexes which have this property (see [11, 4] for an explicit construction).
One of the motivations behind this high order random walk is the following. In the case of expander graphs, one can obtain a uniformly random vertex by exploring all possible walks of some small length from any initial vertex of the graph. Now, consider the underlying graph of a 2-dimensional simplicial complex for which the random walk on its edges converges rapidly to the uniform distribution. In this case, in order to obtain a uniformly random vertex, it is enough to explore only walks for which their subsequent edges share a common triangle. The length of the walks to be explored might be slightly larger than in the previous case, but many of these walks can be ignored since they do not induce a walk on the edges of the complex. Namely, we achieve a way to sample a uniformly random vertex of the graph by considering only a subset of all the possible walks of some small length. We achieve our result by showing that the edge-graph of the complex is a combinatorial expander, and then we use the relation between combinatorial and spectral expansion of graphs in order to deduce that the edge-graph is a spectral expander (which controls the speed of convergence of the walk on the edges of the complex). For the edge-graph to be a combinatorial expander we need to show that every subset of vertices has many outgoing edges. The method we use, in essence, is the following. Consider a 2-dimensional simplicial complex X = (V, E, T ), and its edge-graph
For any subset of edges F ⊆ E and any vertex v ∈ V in the complex, we define the local view of v with regard to F to be the edges of F for which one of their endpoints is v. For every subset of vertices in the edge-graph S ⊆ V G 1 we consider the corresponding subset of edges in the complex F ⊆ E. We show a relation between the outgoing edges of S and the expansion of the corresponding edges in the complex. Specifically, the number of the outgoing edges of S can be calculated by considering the expansion of all the local views of vertices in X with regard to the corresponding edges F . Each local view is a subset of edges of the complex, and thus by the global expansion property of the complex it has to expand a lot. The only subtlety is that very large local views are not guaranteed to expand so well. We show that if the underlying graph of the complex has a spectral gap larger than 1 / 2 , then there must be many local views which are not too large. Thus, in this case, every subset of vertices in the edge-graph has many outgoing edges, which implies that the edge-graph is a combinatorial expander as required.
Expander graphs
We recall some basic properties of expander graphs. Throughout this section G = (V, E) is a k-regular undirected graph on n vertices, i.e., every vertex is contained in exactly k edges and |V | = n. The Cheeger constant of G, denoted by h(G), is defined as
where E(S,S) is the set of edges with one endpoint in S and one endpoint inS. Note that 0 ≤ h(G) ≤ k, thus we denote its normalized value by h(G) = h(G)/k. The graph G is said to be an ǫ-combinatorial expander if h(G) ≥ ǫ, for some ǫ > 0. A family of graphs {G i } i∈N is called a family of ǫ-combinatorial expanders if there exists a constant ǫ > 0, such that every graph in the family is an ǫ-combinatorial expander.
The adjacency matrix of G, denoted by A = A(G), is the symmetric n × n matrix, where
For ease of notation we will just write λ i instead of λ i (G) where the graph G is clear from the context. It is well known that for every k-regular graph λ 1 = k. It is also known that λ n = −k if and only if G has a bipartite component, i.e., a disconnected component which can be partitioned into two subsets of vertices such that there are no edges inside of each subset. Denote by λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ n the normalized eigenvalues of A, where λ i = λ i /k for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The spectral gap of G is defined as 1 − λ 2 , which captures the gap between the trivial eigenvalue of A and the largest non-trivial eigenvalue. Denote by λ = max{| λ 2 |, | λ n |} the largest non-trivial eigenvalue of A in absolute value.
The graph G is said to be an ǫ-spectral expander if λ ≤ ǫ, for some 0 < ǫ < 1. A family of graphs is called a family of ǫ-spectral expanders if there exists a constant 0 < ǫ < 1, such that every graph in the family is an ǫ-spectral expander.
Random walks
For any vertex v ∈ V , denote by N (v) = {u ∈ V | {u, v} ∈ E} the neighbors of v. A random walk on a graph is a sequence of vertices v 0 , v 1 , . . . ∈ V , such that, 1. v 0 is chosen from some initial probability distribution on the vertices. Denote by p 0 ∈ R n the initial probability distribution, and by p i ∈ R n the probability distribution after i steps of the walk, i.e., p i (v) is the probability to find the walker on vertex v after i steps of the walk. Denote by u = ( 1 / n , . . . , 1 / n ) the uniform distribution. We define a rapid mixing of the random walk as follows. Definition 1.1 (Rapid mixing). Let G = (V, E) be a k-regular graph. The random walk on G is said to be α-rapidly mixing, for some α > 0, if for any initial probability distribution p 0 ∈ R n and any i ∈ N,
The following Theorem is a very useful and well known property of expander graphs.
If G is an ǫ-spectral expander, then the random walk on G is α-rapidly mixing for α = ǫ.
2-dimensional simplicial complexes
We present here some basic definitions of 2-dimensional simplicial complexes. A 2-dimensional simplicial complex X = (V, E, T ) contains vertices, edges and triangles, denoted by X(0) = V , X(1) = E and X(2) = T , respectively, with a closure property. Namely, for every triangle {u, v, w} ∈ T , all of its edges exist in the complex, i.e., {u, v}, {u, w}, {v, w} ∈ E, and for every edge {u, v} ∈ E, both of its endpoints are in the complex, i.e., u, v ∈ V . The vertices of the complex are called faces of dimension 0, the edges are the 1-dimensional faces, and the triangles are the 2-dimensional faces. The complex is termed bounded degree if the number of edges and triangles incident to each vertex is bounded by some constant, independent of the number of vertices in the complex. The complex is said to be (k 0 , k 1 )-regular if every vertex is contained in exactly k 0 edges and every edge is contained in exactly k 1 triangles. For any subset of vertices S ⊆ V , its coboundary, denoted by δ(S), is the set of edges with one endpoint in S and one endpoint inS, i.e., δ(S) = E(S,S). The 0-coboundaries, denoted by B 0 (X), are the subsets of vertices for which their coboundary is always 0, i.e., B 0 (X) = {∅, V }. These are also called the trivial zeros. The 0-cocycles, denoted by Z 0 (X), are all the subsets of vertices for which their coboundary is 0, i.e., Z 0 (X) = {S ⊆ V | |δ(S)| = 0}. Note that B 0 (X) ⊆ Z 0 (X), with equality if and only if all the vertices of the complex are connected.
For any subset of edges F ⊆ E, its coboundary, denoted by δ(F ), is the set of triangles with an odd number of edges in F . To make this definition clearer, we view F as a function F : E → {0, 1}, where F ({u, v}) = 1 if and only if {u, v} ∈ F . Then,
The 1-coboundaries, denoted by B 1 (X), are the subsets of edges for which their coboundary is always 0, or again, the trivial zeros. These can be identified with the cuts in the complex, i.e., all the edges between any partition of the vertices into two subsets, or analogously, B 1 (X) = {δ(S) | S ⊆ V }. The 1-cocycles, denoted by Z 1 (X), are all the subsets of edges for which their coboundary is 0, i.e., Z 1 (X) = {F ⊆ E | |δ(F )| = 0}. Note again that B 1 (X) ⊆ Z 1 (X).
2-dimensional expanders
High order combinatorial expansion has received much attention recently. There are two mainly studied variants of combinatorial expansion in higher dimensions. They both generalize the Cheeger constant of graphs to high dimensional simplicial complexes. We present both of them just for 2-dimensional regular complexes, which are enough for our purposes.
Recall that in graphs, combinatorial expansion is defined with relation to the Cheeger constant of the graph. An equivalent definition is the following. Let G = (V, E) be a k-regular graph. For any two subsets of vertices S, T ⊆ V , the distance of S from T is defined as dist(S, T ) = |S \ T | + |T \ S|. The distance of S ⊆ V from a set of subsets of vertices T 1 , . . . , T m ⊆ V is defined as dist(S, {T 1 , . . . , T m }) = min 1≤i≤m dist(S, T i ). The graph G is said to be an ǫ-combinatorial expander, for ǫ > 0, if for every subset S ⊆ V , the following holds:
• If |E(S,S)| = 0, then S is a trivial non-expanding set, i.e., S ∈ {∅, V }.
• Otherwise,
In other words, the only non-expanding sets of G are the trivial non-expanding sets, which are either the empty set or the set of all the vertices, and every other set has to expand with proportion to its size. Note that this definition is equivalent to the common definition of combinatorial expansion of graphs, which was presented above.
The first generalization of combinatorial expansion to higher dimensions is termed coboundary expansion [8] . Let X = (V, E, T ) be a 2-dimensional (k 0 , k 1 )-regular simplicial complex. X is said to be an ǫ-coboundary expander, for ǫ > 0, if for every i ∈ {0, 1}, and every subset of i-dimensional faces S ⊆ X(i), the following holds:
• If |δ(S)| = 0, then S is a trivial zero, i.e., S ∈ B i (X).
This definition is a natural generalization of the combinatorial expansion of graphs, under the observation that for any subset of vertices S ⊆ V , δ(S) = E(S,S). The existence of bounded degree expanders according to this definition is not known! (either random or explicit).
The next studied combinatorial expansion in higher dimensions is termed cosystolic expansion [5, 4] . This definition is a relaxation of the previous one; it allows non-expanding sets to be non-trivial, as long as they are very large. Let X = (V, E, T ) be a 2-dimensional (k 0 , k 1 )-regular simplicial complex. X is said to be an (ǫ, µ)-cosystolic expander, for ǫ, µ > 0, if for every i ∈ {0, 1}, and every subset of i-dimensional faces S ⊆ X(i), the following holds:
• If |δ(S)| = 0, then either S is a trivial zero, i.e., S ∈ B i (X), or S is very large, i.e., |S| ≥ µ|X(i)|.
Note that in this case, since there are non-expanding sets which are not trivial, then the distance is taken from the cocycles of the complex, which contain non-trivial non-expanding sets. This definition of expansion is more natural to the world of computer science as it can be viewed as a property testing question, where the property is whether a given set is a cocycle (see [6] for more on high dimensional expansion and property testing). Moreover, this definition of expansion implies a property called the topological overlapping of a complex, which was heavily studied [5, 3] . The first known explicit bounded degree high dimensional simplicial complexes according to this definition have been constructed in [11, 4] .
Our contribution
In this work we study further the high order random walk defined in [7] . We show that the walk on the edges of a regular 2-dimensional cosystolic (or coboundary) expander converges rapidly to the uniform distribution on the edges. We achieve our result by a new method which relates the high order combinatorial expansion of the complex to the combinatorial expansion of its edge-graph. Then we use the relation between spectral and combinatorial expansion of graphs in order to deduce the concentration of the spectrum of the edge-graph's adjacency matrix, which implies the rapid convergence of the high order random walk.
High order random walks
Let X = (V, E, T ) be a 2-dimensional (k 0 , k 1 )-regular simplicial complex. For any edge e ∈ E, denote by N (e) = {f ∈ E | e ∪ f ∈ T } the neighbors of e. The high order random walk on X is a sequence of edges e 0 , e 1 , . . . ∈ E, such that, 1. e 0 is chosen from some initial probability distribution on the edges.
2. For every i ≥ 1, the edge e i is chosen uniformly at random from N (e i−1 ).
The high order random walk is said to be α-rapidly mixing if for any initial probability distribution on the edges p 0 ∈ R |E| and any i ∈ N,
where p i ∈ R |E| is the probability distribution after i steps of the walk.
Edge-graph and underlying graph
For a 2-dimensional simplicial complex X = (V, E, T ), denote by G 0 (X) = (V, E) the underlying graph of the complex, which is obtained by simply ignoring the triangles of the complex. We define the edge-graph of X, denoted by G 1 (X), to be the graph that its vertices are the edges of X, and there is an edge between two vertices if the corresponding edges in X are neighbors. Note that G 0 (X) and X have the same set of vertices, while the vertices of G 1 (X) are different; they are the edges of X. It is clear that if G 1 (X) is a spectral expander, then the high order random walk on X converges rapidly to the uniform distribution on the edges (recall Theorem 1.2). We prove the following Theorem. . If X is a 2-dimensional cosystolic expander and G 0 (X) has a spectral gap larger than 1 / 2 , then G 1 (X) is a spectral expander, and hence the high order random walk on X mixes rapidly.
Related work
In a recent work of Parzanchevski and Rosenthal [9] a notion of high order topological random walk on high dimensional simplicial complexes has been studied. The topological random walk was designed to expose the topological properties of the complex. Parzanchevski and Rosenthal define a variant of the stationary distribution of the random walk and show its relation to the spectrum of the high order laplacian on the space that is orthogonal to the coboundaries. In our work, the stationary distribution of the random walk is already known to be the uniform distribution. Moreover, it is already known that the speed of convergence is controlled by the concentration of the spectrum of the high order adjacency matrix on the space that is orthogonal to the constant functions. We show here that cosystolic expansion of a complex implies the concentration of the spectrum of its high order adjacency matrix, a thing that can not be deduced in any way from [9] . In a previous work of the authors of this work [7] the speed of convergence of the high order random walk on simplicial complexes of every dimension has been studied. It has been shown that if all the links of a simplicial complex (i.e., all the pieces which compose the entire complex) are excellent spectral expanders, then the high order random walk on it converges rapidly to its stationary distribution. Here we show that for the 2-dimensional case, the rapid convergence of the high order random walk can be deduced from the global expansion property of the complex, which might hold even without the assumption that every small piece of it expands. Moreover, while in [7] the concentration of the spectrum of the high order adjacency matrix was deduced through a new notion of high dimensional combinatorial expansion, which is termed colorful expansion, here we show how to deduce it directly from the cosystolic expansion of the complex. Thus, the method used here is different from the one used in [7] .
Preliminaries
We present here some preliminaries that are needed for the next section.
A well known pseudorandom property of expander graphs is captured by the Expander Mixing Lemma, proven by Alon and Chung [2] . We state here one side of it, which states that for every subset of vertices in an expander graph, the number of edges for which both of their endpoints is in the set is approximately the expected number as in a random graph.
Lemma 2.1 (Expander Mixing Lemma). Let G = (V, E) be a k-regular graph. For any subset of vertices S ⊆ V ,
where E(S) = E(S, S) is the set of edges with both endpoints in S.
The relation between combinatorial and spectral expansion of graphs is known as the Cheeger's inequality. We state here one side of it, proven by Alon [1] , which lets us bound the second largest eigenvalue of a graph by its Cheeger constant.
Lemma 2.2 (Cheeger's inequality).
For any k-regular graph G,
In order to bound the smallest eigenvalue of a graph we use a Cheeger-type inequality, proven by Trevisan [12] , which defines a combinatorial measure of how far is a graph from having a bipartite component and relates the smallest eigenvalue of the graph to this measure. We state here a specific case of the result proven in [7] , which uses this inequality, in order to bound the smallest eigenvalue of the edge-graph. (it is actually enough for the complex to be regular only in the dimension of its edges, i.e., every edge is contained in the same number of triangles. We write (k 0 , k 1 )-regular in order to avoid confusing notations).
Main Theorem
In this section we prove our main theorem, which is the following.
, then the high order random walk on the edges of X is α-rapidly mixing for
Proof sketch
Since the high order random walk on the edges of X is equivalent to a random walk on the edge-graph G 1 (X), it is sufficient to show that the edge-graph is a spectral expander. For that we need to bound both λ 2 (G 1 (X)) and λ n (G 1 (X)). The bound on λ n (G 1 (X)) is obtained by the structure of the edge-graph, which is far from having a bipartite component. The bound on λ 2 (G 1 (X)) is derived from the combinatorial expansion of the edge-graph, which is the main focus of our proof. In order to prove that the edge-graph is a combinatorial expander we need to show that every non-empty subset of vertices of size at most half of the vertices has many outgoing edges. At Lemma 3.3 we prove an equivalence between the outgoing edges of any subset of vertices in the edge-graph and the coboundaries of all the local views with regard to the corresponding edges in the complex. Thus, it is enough to show that for every subset of edges in the complex, there are many local views for which their coboundary is large.
For any subset of edges in the complex, we split the vertices of the complex to three subsets according to their local view's size: Vertices with a very large local view are called fat, vertices with a large local view but not too large are called semi-fat, and vertices with a small local view are called non-fat. At Lemma 3.8 we provide a lower bound on the coboundary of the local view of every semi-fat and non-fat vertex. This lemma follows from the cosystolic expansion of X and the spectral expansion of the underlying graph of the complex G 0 (X); the cosystolic expansion of the complex guarantees a large coboundary relative to the distance from the nonexpanding sets, and the spectral expansion of the underlying graph provides a large distance from the non-expanding sets. Then we split to two cases: If there are many semi-fat vertices, then we immediately get enough local views for which their coboundary is large. Otherwise, almost all of the vertices are fat. By the spectral expansion of G 0 (X) we know that there are not many edges for which both of their endpoints are fat vertices. Thus, there must be many edges touching non-fat vertices, which implies that many non-fat vertices have a large local view. Then again we conclude that many local views have a large coboundary.
Outgoing edges and coboundaries of local views
First let us define the local view of a vertex in a formal way.
Definition 3.2 (Local view)
. Let X = (V, E, T ) be a 2-dimensional simplicial complex. For any subset of edges F ⊆ E and any vertex v ∈ V , the local view of v with regard to F is defined as
We start with the following lemma, which provides a way to count the outgoing edges of any subset of vertices in the edge-graph by summing over the coboundaries of all the local views with regard to the corresponding edges in the complex. Lemma 3.3. Let X = (V, E, T ) be a 2-dimensional simplicial complex, and let G 1 = G 1 (X) = (V G 1 , E G 1 ) be its edge-graph. For any subset of vertices in the edge-graph, S ⊆ V G 1 , denote by F ⊆ E the corresponding subset of edges in X. Then
Proof. First recall that every vertex v G 1 ∈ V G 1 corresponds to an edge in X, and thus it is of the form v G 1 = {u, v} ∈ E, where u, v ∈ V . Next note that every edge {u
Then note that E G 1 can be decomposed into the following disjoint union.
Let S ⊆ V G 1 be a subset of vertices in G 1 , and denote by F ⊆ E the corresponding edges in X. By (3.1) the following holds. 2) where
Similarly, consider a triangle {u, v, w} ∈ δ(F v ). Since F v ({u, w}) = 0, it must hold that 
Local views of semi-fat and non-fat vertices
The purpose of this subsection is to prove that the local views of semi-fat and non-fat vertices expand well, i.e., that the coboundary of their local view is large. First, let us define these vertices formally.
Definition 3.4 (Fat, semi-fat, and non-fat vertices). Let X = (V, E, T ) be a 2-dimensional (k 0 , k 1 )-regular simplicial complex, let 1 / 2 < η < 1 be a fatness constant, and let F ⊆ E be a subset of edges. For any vertex v ∈ V ,
Now we need the following lemmas, which let us evaluate the distance of the local view of any vertex in the complex from the cocycles of the complex. We prove the following lemmas asymptotically, i.e., for |V | large enough. Proof. Let ∅ = S V . If |S| = 1 then |E(S,S)| = k and the proof is done. So assume that |S| ≥ 2. We can also assume that |S| ≤ |V | / 2 , otherwise we replace S withS. Since G is k-regular, the following holds.
By the Expander Mixing Lemma (Lemma 2.1),
Combining both (3.5) and (3.6) yields the following lower bound on |E(S,S)|.
The claim holds if f (|S|) ≥ 1 for every 2 ≤ |S| ≤ |V | / 2 . We show that it holds for |V | large enough. In particular, assume that |V | ≥
Since f is a concave function it is enough to check its extreme values. Indeed, for |S| = 2,
and for the other extreme value, 
Thus, the claim holds if |z| ≥ 3 2 k 0 for every z ∈ Z 1 (X)\B 1 (X). We show that it holds for |V | large enough. In particular, assume that |V | ≥ 3 µ . Then for every z ∈ Z 1 (X)\B 1 (X),
where the first inequality holds since z is a non-trivial non-expanding set of edges, and thus by the cosystolic expansion of X its size must be at least µ|E|.
Corollary 3.7 (Distance of local view from the non-expanding sets).
Proof. Let ∅ = F E, and let v ∈ V . Note that for S ∈ {∅, V },
For any other subset of vertices ∅ = S V , by Lemma 3.5, |δ(S)| = |E(S,S)| ≥ k 0 , and
where equality holds for S = {v}.
Recall that the trivial non-expanding sets are B 1 (X) = {δ(S) | S ⊆ V }. Thus, by (3.7) and (3.8) we can calculate the distance of F v from the trivial non-expanding sets.
It is left to show that the distance of F v from the non-trivial non-expanding sets is larger than its distance from the trivial non-expanding sets. Indeed, by Lemma 3.6,
Thus, the distance of F v from all the non-expanding sets is its distance from trivial nonexpanding sets, i.e.,
Now we can prove the following lemma, which shows that the local views of semi-fat and non-fat vertices have a large coboundary.
Lemma 3.8 (Coboundaries of local views of semi-fat and non-fat vertices). Let X = (V, E, T ) be a 2-dimensional (k 0 , k 1 )-regular (ǫ, µ)-cosystolic expander, let 1 / 2 < η < 1 be a fatness constant, and let F ⊆ E be a subset of edges. If λ 2 (G 0 (X)) < 1 / 2 then,
where the last equality holds since |F v | > k 0 2 , and the last inequality holds since |F v | ≤ ηk 0 . Thus, by the cosystolic expansion of X we get,
If v is a non-fat vertex, then by Corollary 3.7,
where the last equality holds since |F v | ≤ k 0 2 . Thus, by the cosystolic expansion of X we get,
Lower bound on the sum of coboundaries
The following is the main technical lemma of our proof, which provides a lower bound on the sum of the coboundaries of the local views of all the vertices in the complex.
Lemma 3.9 (Sum of coboundaries). Let
, then for any subset of edges F ⊆ E such that
Proof. Let 1 / 2 < η < 1 be a fatness constant which will be defined later. Let F ⊆ E be a subset of edges such that Note that since 0 < λ 2 < 1 / 2 then 1+ √ 33 8 < η < 1. Also note that λ 2 = 2η − η −1 − 1 / 2 . Then (3.12) can be simplified as follows. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1
In order to prove the theorem we need to show that G 1 = G 1 (X) = (V G 1 , E G 1 ) is a spectral expander graph. We show first that G 1 is a combinatorial expander graph, which then implies a bound on λ 2 (G 1 ).
